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ABSTRACT
Question generation (QG) techniques carry great educational
potential for producing various learning materials and mea-
suring student understanding. However, existing datasets
for building QG approaches predominantly feature simpler
texts and exercises aimed at a younger audience, which en-
gage little higher-order thinking, thereby limiting their suit-
ability for developing question-generation tools tailored to
higher education. Additionally, they often originate from
only one or two sources, resulting in low diversity and va-
riety. We introduce EduQuest, which directly addresses
these limitations by integrating a collection of open-source
textbooks, lesson notes, tests, and exercises for higher edu-
cation from OpenStax and OpenText, MIT OCW, CK12,
and KhanAcademy, combining diverse learning materials
and teaching methodologies from various disciplines and ed-
ucators.

Moreover, the dataset provides various meta-features, such
as question types and Bloom’s taxonomy levels, allowing
customized question generation to accommodate instructor
needs. Experimental results prove that models trained on
EduQuest can generate high-quality and educationally use-
ful questions relevant to the material.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Education research has demonstrated that active learning is
the most efficient method of learning [16]. In this context,
high-quality questions play a crucial role in enabling learners
to gauge their understanding of subjects and trigger critical
thinking accurately.
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Moreover, prior research has also established that the num-
ber of questions learners receive regarding a specific knowl-
edge concept is directly linked to the efficiency of retaining
that knowledge [1], further motivating the need for the gen-
eration of complex problems.

Creating well-designed questions can be a demanding and
time-intensive task. Educators must employ various ques-
tion types with different difficulty levels to tailor questions
and exercises to their students’ needs. Additionally, ques-
tions and exercises should be clear and logically structured
to enable students to focus on the task at hand while being
distinctive and challenging enough to prompt them to think
critically about what they know and how to apply it, which
is especially important in higher education.

To address this challenge, we propose a comprehensive novel
dataset and provide a tool built with this dataset capable of
generating complex questions from educational texts.

There are three main key limitations in existing datasets
for educational question generation and summarization that
this dataset aims to address: Limited diversity/topics, not
being specifically designed for educational purposes and be-
ing composed of simple questions that do not require higher-
order cognitive skills to solve, only requiring lookups on the
text.

The issue of limited diversity is prevalent. Most question-
answering datasets, such as SQuAD [18], are collected solely
from a few sources, such as Wikipedia, resulting in a con-
strained topic range and a homogeneous writing style. Sim-
ilarly, many existing educational text datasets lack diversity
as they, too, originate only from a single or a handful of
sources, restricting the breadth of topics and styles.

The second limitation concerns the Purpose of Design. Datasets
like SQuAD [18], and TriviaQA [10], for instance, were not
explicitly crafted with an educational aim in mind, lead-
ing to limited usefulness in the educational context due to
the inherent differences to educational texts, exercises, and
questions.

Lastly, most existing datasets only contain simple questions,
which do not require higher-order cognitive skills. These
questions generally only require the student to remember or
look up the answer in the text, failing to emulate the com-
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plexity and challenge of questions that engage the user to
think about the subject, typically found in higher educa-
tional exams and textbooks.

We thus present EduQuest, a comprehensive novel dataset
that expands the scope of educational question generation
datasets to encompass higher educational texts. By care-
fully gathering lecture-question pairs authored by domain
experts from OpenStax, OpenText, MIT OCW, CK12, and
KhanAcademy, EduQuest offers a collection of 76008 lesson
documents, along with 68248 corresponding questions and
exercises. This extensive compilation covers various sub-
jects, such as STEM, social sciences, and more, while incor-
porating elementary questions, targeting basic reading com-
prehension, and complex questions requiring higher-order
cognitive skills and idea association. In addition, EduQuest
also provides the difficulty and question type classification
in the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy [3].

We trained and evaluated state-of-the-art networks with proven
performances on question generation and summarization tasks
to demonstrate the EduQuest’s effectiveness in training deep
learning models to perform the QG task on higher-learning
lesson texts. The results indicate that the QGmodels learned
to generate diverse, high-quality questions and exercises from
complex higher educational texts.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 General Datasets for Question Generation
Squad [18] is a dataset composed of questions generated by
online crowdworkers and can always be answered by simple
lookups on the accompanying text. Despite its breadth of
topics, the questions may not be the quality one would ex-
pect from a teacher or lecturer, belonging primarily to the
lowest levels of the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, Remember-
ing, and factual knowledge. Similarly, TriviaQA [10] is com-
posed of questions taken from online trivia websites, suitable
for accessing knowledge over a wide range of subjects but not
usable for educational purposes.

2.2 Educational Datasets for Question Gener-
ation

The Textbook Question Answering (TQA) dataset [11], launched
by the Allen Institute for AI in 2017, is an extensive dataset
tailored for research in Multi-Modal Machine Comprehen-
sion (M3C). This dataset, while comprehensive and of high
quality, is primarily derived from middle school science cur-
ricula. While the TQA dataset is a valuable resource for
middle school-level education, its utility for higher educa-
tion is limited. The questions’ simplicity and the lessons’
elementary nature make them less applicable to advanced
educational settings. Similarly, ScienceQA [15] suffers from
similar issues.

LearningQ [5] is a popular educational question generation
dataset, built from data from Khan Academy1 and TED-
Ed2. Their variability is limited despite covering a broad
spectrum of subjects since their questions come from only
two sources. Furthermore, while it contains high-quality

1https://www.khanacademy.org/
2https://ed.ted.com/

questions designed by educational experts from TED-Ed,
these questions’ corresponding lecture texts are transcripts
from videos which are often different in nature from educa-
tional texts created specifically for learning via text, such as
textbooks or lecture notes. The vast majority of questions
are a collection of the audience’s comments on the videos and
articles that included a question mark. Many of which are
not directly relevant to the corresponding lesson. Moreover,
in its current state, and unlike EduQuest, it is challenging
to use LearningQ in a plug-and-play fashion due to the sub-
stantial amount of noise in the form of unprocessed texts
filled with escape characters and markdown syntax or emoji
codes.

FairyTaleQA [21] consists of over 10k explicit and implicit
question-and-answer pairs associated with children’s stories.
The quality of the questions in this dataset is very high be-
cause education experts crafted them, and the dataset is a
valuable addition to the field. However, because the ques-
tions were specifically designed for young readers, they are
primarily composed of easy-to-grasp language and words,
and the texts and questions lack the complexity found in
texts and questions for higher education levels.

EduQuest addresses these issues by combining educational
texts designed by education experts for higher education
topics from different sources, ensuring quality and fidelity.

3. THE EDUQUEST DATASET
3.1 Source Texts
EduQuest drew upon five diverse and resource-rich reposito-
ries: OpenStax, OpenText, MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW),
Khan Academy, and CK-12. These data sources were se-
lected for their comprehensive coverage across various aca-
demic disciplines and commitment to open-access education.
This unique blend of resources not only enhances the ro-
bustness of our dataset but also caters to diverse learning
styles and educational needs. Each data source has unique
properties that influence the educational content’s type, for-
mat, and style. The characteristics of these sources provide
our dataset with a rich and diverse range of educational
texts, questions, and exercises. A general level comparison
between EduQuest and other related datasets in shown in
Table 1.

3.1.1 OpenStax
OpenStax3 is a nonprofit educational initiative based at
Rice University that publishes high-quality, peer-reviewed,
openly licensed textbooks for college and high school courses.
Their textbooks cover a wide range of subjects, including
STEM, social sciences, and others. For EduQuest, we fil-
ter their books based on their complexity and suitability
for high school level and up, available for each OpenStax
textbook. Simultaneously we selected texts rich in textual
context, and we removed subjects for which the majority
of problems were equation-based with little or no textual
context, such as Calculus and Algebra. Due to the excel-
lent quality of the textbooks, which were meticulously de-
signed for both self-study and instructional use, they are
richly structured with clear formatting, which allowed us
to mark many of the question types — in addition to the

3https://openstax.org/



Table 1: Comparison of EduQuest with related datasets, by number of lectures, questions, and by how advanced the materials
are. Highest level indicates the most advanced educational level lessons present in the dataset

Lessons/Books Questions Highest level

EduQuest 76008 68248 graduate-school

LearningQ 10841 231470 high-school

FairytaleQA 278 10580 elementary-school

SixthGrader 1076 26260 elementary-school

presence of questions at the end of sections, many of the
textbooks also include questions at the end of chapters, and
spanning the entire textbook, as well as summaries and key
terms which results in a versatile and diverse dataset of les-
son and question pairs for modular and specific use cases.

3.1.2 OpenTextBC
OpenTextBC4 is a project of the British Columbia Ministry
of Advanced Education, Skills, and Training that provides
free, open-source textbooks for post-secondary courses, with
textbooks covering a variety of subjects, including STEM,
practical skills, and others. Many of these textbooks also in-
cluded learning objectives which were marked and extracted.
The practical skill textbooks add valuable subject and style
variety to EduQuest lesson texts.

3.1.3 KhanAcademy
Khan Academy5 is a non-profit educational organization
that offers free, personalized learning resources for all ages,
covering math, science, computer programming, history, art
history, and economics. The Khan Academy lessons and
questions were sourced from the LearningQ dataset, which
initially did not include instructor-posed questions but only
lessons and comments from users that included a question
mark. Upon careful analysis, however, we found that many
of the lessons were noisy, containing embedded instructor
questions that could be processed and extracted from the les-
son narratives. This meticulous process resulted in higher-
quality questions and lesson pairs with clear separation. The
post-processing also included removing artifacts and useless
questions, as we found the learner comments to be often
not relevant or of high quality, and have not included or
processed them. Orphaned lessons without associated ques-
tions were flagged as such but not deleted. Lessons and texts
for high school were marked, enabling flexible selection for
additional research and use purposes.

3.1.4 MIT OpenCourseware (OCW)
MIT OCW6 is a free, publicly accessible, and openly-licensed
digital collection of high-quality teaching and learning ma-
terials from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, cov-
ering the entire MIT curriculum. The materials include lec-
ture videos, written assignments, lecture notes, problem sets
with solutions, and exams with solutions. After scraping
the contents of MIT OCW, we obtain the unprocessed text
corresponding to 6529 lectures, that contain either assign-
ments, exams, or both. Afterward, we post-process the ac-
quired assignments and exams to find the questions using

4https://opentextbc.ca/
5https://www.khanacademy.org/
6https://ocw.mit.edu/

GPT-3.5, and analyzed the results to make sure they were
consistent with the source texts, manually extracting other
relevant questions that were missing. GPT-3.5 was used be-
cause questions and exercises in OCW were not as easily
separable as with the other texts because OCW only pro-
vides the questions together in a single document. Given
their nature, the scraped questions from OCW are signif-
icantly more involved than the ones previously obtained,
often having several interlinked subquestions (Appendix B).
The exam questions are self-contained with respect to the
lecture material, whereas the assignment questions might be
more challenging and involved.

3.1.5 CK12
CK-127 is a non-profit organisation dedicated to increasing
access to high-quality educational materials for K-12 stu-
dents worldwide. It offers free, standards-aligned, open con-
tent in STEM subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math). To ensure the relevance of the CK-12 books
for EduQuest, a filtering process was applied, retaining only
questions suitable for high-school level and above.

3.2 Question Annotation
EduQuest includes meta-features to allow for more variance
in the question-generation process. It has been shown [7]
that these features can improve the performance of models
in question generation and question-answering, thus moti-
vating this decision.

In order to facilitate generating specific types of questions,
thus providing more flexibility in the question generation
process, most questions in EduQuest are labeled with their
respective question type. Multiple Choice questions present
test takers with a problem and a set of possible answers, with
only one being correct. The task is thus to find the correct
statement amongst the wrong ones. True or False questions
consist of one statement and ask test takers whether that
statement is right or wrong regarding the source lecture.
Fill the Blank questions present the test taker with an in-
complete sentence and ask the user to complete it with infor-
mation present in the source lecture. These types of ques-
tions have an intersection with multiple-choice questions.
Concept questions are straightforward, usually requiring the
test taker to recall a definition or phrase in the source doc-
ument. Open-Ended questions typically require a longer an-
swer than the other four question types. These questions al-
low someone to give a free-form answer, requiring students to
either reexamine text evidence or extend their own thinking.
The labeling was conducted manually, either by the authors
of the source text or afterward during the dataset process-

7https://www.ck12.org/student/



ing. These labels allow for generating various question types
that target different skills so that the models trained on this
dataset can also increase their variety.

Furthermore, every question present in the dataset has also
been classified in the cognitive process and knowledge di-
mensions of the revised Bloom’s taxonomy [3, 12], indicating
the expected learning objectives of each question among two
dimensions. In the cognitive process dimension, each ques-
tion is classified into the categories increasing in cognitive
complexity described below. Remember questions require
the test taker to retrieve relevant knowledge from long-term
memory - usually a direct concept or definition, with Under-
stand questions asking the user to construct meaning from
some source text. Apply problems, on the other hand, ask
the test taker to apply some method directly explained in
the source text. Analyze questions ask to break material into
foundational parts and determine how parts relate to one an-
other and the overall structure or purpose. Being more com-
plex, Evaluate tasks require the test taker to answer based
on criteria and standards. At last, Create problems are the
most complex from a cognitive standpoint, requiring test
takers to combine elements to form a coherent whole and
reorganize it into a new pattern or structure.

The knowledge dimension, on the other hand, has four cat-
egories. Factual (comprising elementary knowledge) concep-
tual (related to principles, theories and models) procedu-
ral (requiring students to use an algorithmic or technical
method) and metacognitive (knowledge of cognition). This
labeling was done using GPT 3.5 (Appendix B).

Depending on the source of the lecture, questions might also
have an accompanying answer in the source text, a summary,
or their respective learning objectives, that is, an overview
of what the student should know after going through a lec-
ture. Despite not being relevant for our current use case, we
believe this is a powerful tool for training future models on
other tasks. By using these meta-features, fine-tuning mod-
els on EduQuest allows for customization of the generated
questions in a simple manner.

3.3 Dataset Statistics
EduQuest is composed of 68248 questions coming from 76008
lectures. From these, 162 questions also have provided an-
swers, and the question type is present for all questions. Re-
garding the questions’ classifications in the revised Bloom’s
taxonomy categories, questions from CK12, OpenText, and
OpenStax tend to be simpler and more direct than their
counterparts from OCW and Khan Academy, both in their
number of words and sentences, as shown in Table 3 but also
regarding their respective Bloom’s taxonomy.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Baseline Models
We investigated the suitability of EduQuest for training State-
of-the-Art (SOTA) Neural Networks on the Question Gener-
ation and Summarization tasks. Additionally, we provide an
online tool through which the reader can input custom text
to interact with these models, illustrating their potential
in practical applications. While flexible training is possible
with EduQuest, we have trained the models on the combined

Table 2: Overview of the cognitive process and knowledge
dimensions (Factual - Fact, Procedural - Pro, MetaCognitive
- MC and Conceptual - Concept) in EduQuest.

Fact Pro MC Concept

Analyzing 11276 1798 131 1489

Understanding 22170 1503 157 6998

Evaluating 3592 542 409 645

Applying 2995 5424 55 1168

Remembering 1430 344 36 8844

Creating 1169 915 214 156

Table 3: Description of the lengths of lectures and questions
extracted from the scraped websites by number of words and
sentences.
Website Type Avg #Words Avg #Sent.
CK12 Lecture 570.7 37.8
CK12 Questions 12.4 1.1
Khan Acad. Lecture 45.2 2.4
Khan Acad. Questions 10.3 1.3
MIT OCW Lecture 773.5 29.9
MIT OCW Questions 44.9 3.3
Openstax Lecture 1625.5 75.3
Openstax Questions 30.9 2.4
Opentext Lecture 1096.5 56.7
Opentext Questions 28.0 2.1

questions and exercises for each lecture to make training fea-
sible on our hardware limitations. For every lecture text, all
available questions were gathered and combined into a single
ground truth label up to a maximum of 20 questions. The
validation and test sets, respectively, were composed of full
books extracted from the OpenStax collection.

4.1.1 Longformer2Roberta
The Longformer [2] is a natural language processing (NLP)
model designed to address the limitations of traditional Trans-
former models in processing long sequences of text, with the
original paper introducing an attention mechanism that can
scale linearly with sequence length, making it capable of pro-
cessing much longer sequences. This model has proven to be
a significant contribution to the application of Transformer
architectures for long document processing and has proven
to perform well in various benchmarks. RoBERTa [14] is
a variant of the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representa-
tions from Transformers) [6] model. RoBERTa differs from
BERT in its training methodology, dataset size, which was
much larger for RoBERTa, and some hyperparameters. In
our experiments, we have used the Longformer as the en-
coder and RoBERTa as the decoder in an Encoder-Decoder
Model for both the question Generation and Summariza-
tion task. This model was chosen because it could deal with
longer input texts while staying within our hardware limits.
The maximum token length was capped at 4096 because of
the same hardware limitations. The learning rate (constant
at 3e-5) from the Longformer paper was used in training and
the model was trained for ten epochs.

4.1.2 T5



T5 (Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer) [17] is an Encoder-
Decoder transformer model that reframes all Natural Lan-
guage Understanding and Natural Language Generation tasks
into a unified text-to-text format, that has been trained with
masked language modeling as well as the SuperGLUE [19]
tasks by translating all of them to text-to-text tasks.

We experimented with training the T5 base model with 223
million parameters, with the learning rate found to be most
promising by the original authors (0.001) as well as a lower
learning rate of 0.0001 which improved the performance on
the test data from EduQuest. The maximum token length
was capped at 512 and the learning rate was kept constant
for ten epochs of training.

4.1.3 Bloom Lora
LoRA (Low-Rank Adaptation) [9] is a method that accel-
erates the training of large language models while consum-
ing less memory by freezing pre-trained model weights and
adding trainable rank decomposition matrices into the model.
Bloom [4] is an autoregressive Large Language Model with
176 billion parameters, created through a collaborative effort
involving over 1,000 researchers and offering a transparent
approach to its development and training [8]. It’s ability to
handle a wide range of languages and its open-access nature
made it a valuable resource in the field of natural language
processing. We trained a LoRA for one epoch on Bloom
with the best performing r = 4 as found by the authors.
The learning rate was 2e− 4.

4.2 Metrics
We adopt ROUGE [13] and QRelScore [20] for the evaluation
of QG performance. ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy
for Gisting Evaluation) is a widely used metric to evalu-
ate the quality of machine-generated texts by measuring n-
gram overlap. QRelScore, on the other hand, is a metric
specifically designed to evaluate QG based on source texts,
achieving a higher correlation with human judgments than
other metrics. Using these two distinct metrics to evaluate
the QG models ensures the generated questions are relevant
to the source text and well-formed and sound natural. We
measured ROUGE-L scores on a test set of 100 lectures with
corresponding questions and exercises unseen by the model
between the generated questions and the ground truth ques-
tions. The QRelScore was computed between the lectures
and generated questions of the same test set.

5. RESULTS
We present an overview of the results in Table 4. Further
analysis of the generated questions indicates that the mod-
els finetuned on EduQuest are able to faithfully replicate the
cognitive skills accessed by real-life exams and problem sets
according to both dimensions of the revised Bloom’s tax-
onomy hierarchy. In particular, this implies that questions
that require higher-order cognitive skills, like metacognitive
questions, for example, are generated easily using EduQuest.
These results are further supported by qualitatively analyz-
ing questions generated by the models before finetuning on
EduQuest and after training, even for short training times,
as shown in Table 5. Because the models we’ve used are
text generation or models pre-trained on the summarization
tasks, before training, they either didn’t generate relevant

Table 4: Rouge and QRrelScores for NLP Models

Model Rouge-L QRrelScore
Untrained Models Scores

T5 15.84 0.089
Longformer2Roberta 15.94 0.253

Trained Models Scores
T5 18.9 0.084

Longformer2Roberta 28.7 0.048

Table 5: Qualitative analysis of questions generated by the
used baseline models. LongformerQG, T5QG, Bloom Lo-
raQG correspond to Longformer, T5 and Bloom Lora after
finetuning on EduQuest, respectively.

Longformer: Half-life means it will
be with us for a very long time.
Radioactive materials lose some activity
each time a decay event occurs.
LongformerQG: Explain why radioactive decay
occurs Describe the half -life
of a isotope and explain its half-lives
T5: plants sense the length of daylight,
or night length, as a signal to flower.
T5QG:Explain how plants sense seasonal
changes
Explain the relationship of photoperiodism.
Bloom Lora: What is the life cycle of a fern?
What are the different parts of the fern?
What are the different parts of the fern?
Bloom LoraQG: What is the life cycle of
seedless vascular plants?
What is the function of sporangia and
archegonia?

questions or repetitive text (Bloom/LoRA) or simply sum-
maries (T5 and Longformer2Roberta). However, questions
generated by these baseline models after training are signif-
icantly more related to the source text and closely resemble
what one would expect from a high-level exam or problem
set. We note that the Rouge-L Scores improve significantly,
while the QRelScores do not, despite the apparent qualita-
tive improvement of the questions. Upon further investiga-
tion, this is likely due to QRelScores favoring string overlap,
as the official questions also get a significantly lower score.
At the same time, a summary consisting of the first two
sentences of the lesson texts achieves a consistently high
QRelScore. The quantitative results of the summarization
tasks can be found in Appendix 7.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented EduQuest, a large-scale dataset
for academic question generation. EduQuest contributes to
the field of educational question generation by being the first
dataset of its kind composed exclusively of expert-generated
questions and lecture texts. We have shown that the dataset
can be used to train state-of-the-art language models to
generate relevant and high-quality questions from advanced
source material. Hence, we believe EduQuest to be a valu-
able contribution to developing new education-focused NLP
models, and we are hopeful and excited to see how our col-
leagues use the dataset and improve it.
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APPENDIX
A. QUESTION EXTRACTION
Unlike the other sources, OCW questions were not as easily
separable via regex, where every question had a single delim-
iter, and the formatting was consistent throughout. We thus
used the following prompt with the GPT 3.5 to separate the
individual questions from OCW exams and assignments:

The text delimited by triple backticks

is from a lecture text, your task is

to extract the questions and exercise

prompts without the answers from it.

Format your response in a python list

format.

‘‘‘question‘‘‘

To prove the challenge of the MIT OCW source text, con-
sider the following question present in Table 6.

Each of the subquestions in the OCW section of Table 6 are
related, but can also be labelled as independent questions
on their own. However, we have chosen to label this as
one individual question, remaining faithful to the labelling
in the original source text. As comparison, we also present
example questions from OpenStax and CK12.

B. QUESTION ANNOTATION
We utilized GPT-3.5 to classify questions according to Bloom’s
revised taxonomy. By engineering a precise prompt for GPT-
3.5, we guided the model toward categorizing questions fol-
lowing guidelines. We attempted to label all questions using
GPT-3.5. To ensure the reliability of the model’s classifi-
cations’ reliability, we manually reviewed each batch’s clas-
sifications of 10-40 questions. Effectiveness: Our observa-
tions and evaluations indicated that GPT-3.5’s classifica-
tions were consistent and aligned well with the taxonomy’s
guidelines and as good as we could have classified them our-
selves. However, despite the clear guidelines, these classi-
fications are still subjective, and other human annotators
may sometimes disagree.

We acknowledge that we are not educational experts. There-
fore, while we are confident in the value of the dataset and
the classifications provided by GPT-3.5, we recognize the
potential for further validation by educational experts. Al-
though it wasn’t feasible for this work to involve educa-
tional experts for annotation, a comparative analysis be-
tween LLM’s classifications and human expert annotations
would be a valuable avenue for future research. We provide
the used prompt below:

‘‘‘Here’s a detailed explanation of the

six levels of the Cognitive Process

Dimension in Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy:

1. Remembering: At this level, students

are required to recall or recognize

information.

This is the most basic level of cognition

and includes simple tasks like memorizing

facts or terms, or retrieving previously

learned material. For example, listing the

capital cities of different countries.

2. Understanding: This level involves

demonstrating an understanding of the

facts, such as interpreting, classifying,

summarizing, inferring, or comparing

information.

Students might explain concepts in their

own words or classify objects into

categories.

For example, explaining the main ideas

of a text.

3. Applying: This level involves using

knowledge in a new situation. It’s about

the practical use of what has been learned,

and may include implementing procedures,

solving problems, or using methods.

For example, using a mathematical formula

to solve a real-world problem.

4. Analyzing: At this level, students

break material into constituent parts,

determine how the parts relate to one

another, and understand the overall

structure.

It includes differentiating, organizing,

and attributing. For example, comparing

and contrasting different economic theories.

5. Evaluating: This level involves making

judgments about the value of material or

methods for given purposes. Students assess

the quality, reliability, or effectiveness

of something, based on certain criteria. For

example, critiquing a piece of literature or

judging the validity of a scientific

experiment.

6. Creating: The highest level of the

taxonomy involves putting elements

together to form a coherent or

functional whole; it’s about

creativity and generating new ideas or

products.

This may include designing, constructing,

planning, or producing. For example, writing

an original research paper or creating a piece

of art.

Additionally, the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy

incorporates a Knowledge Dimension, which is

orthogonal to the cognitive process dimension,

and it includes four categories:

1. Factual Knowledge: Basic elements essential

for understanding of a discipline.

2. Conceptual Knowledge: Knowledge of

principles, theories, models, classifications,

etc.

3. Procedural Knowledge: Knowledge of how to do

things, methods, techniques, and skills.

4. Metacognitive Knowledge: Knowledge of

cognition in general as well as awareness and

knowledge of one’s own cognition.

Delimited by the triple backticks below are



Table 6: Example of an OCW question with several parts, corresponding to the course 14-05, Intermediate Macroeconomics,
Spring 2013. Comparison with sample questions from CK12 and OpenStax.

OCW CK12 OpenStax
Question 2 [60 points]
(a) If the aggregate technology exhibits
constant returns with respect to the vector of
accumulable factors (different types of capital),
then the economy has necessarily a constant
growth rate at all times, and it is
impossible to make sense of conditional
convergence. [15 points]
(b) More competition necessarily promotes
economic growth and social welfare,
since firms are forced to produce more
goods and extract less profits
from consumers. [15 points]
(c) Consider an individual agent. If her
income varies randomly from one period to
another, then her consumption will also
vary from one period to another, but
less so than her income. [15 points]

Why are the underlying economic
meanings of the perceived demand
curves for a monopolist and
monopolistic competitor different?
Briefly compare and contrast the
incentives found in perfect
competition with those found
in imperfect competition.
Briefly contrast the level that
a monopolistically competitive
firm will tend to produce at and
the price it will charge with that
of a perfectly competitive firm.

Define biogeography.
Describe how biogeography
relates to evolutionary change.
Discuss the work of Peter
and Rosemary Grant.

Figure 1: Distribution of Bloom’s taxonomy in questions
in the original dataset (gray) and from generated questions
(LongformerQG) (blue) across the cognitive dimension of
Bloom’s taxonomy.

twenty questions paired with their ids

in this format ‘id: question‘.

Please classify them in Bloom’s revised

taxonomy, first by dimension, then by level,

if a question could belong to multiple

levels, you can add them in a comma separated

string.

Provide your answers in JSON format with the

following keys:

id, dimension, level.‘‘‘{questions}‘‘‘

The distributions of the categories for both the generated
questions and original questions are shown in figure 2.

C. SUMMARIZATION RESULTS
EduQuest includes 662 Summarizations that are either short
summarizations of a specific lesson or summaries of a whole
chapter in a textbook of OpenStax. We have trained the
Longformer2Roberta (denoted Longformer in the table) and

Figure 2: Distribution of Bloom’s taxonomy in questions
in the original dataset (gray) and from generated questions
(LongformerQG) (blue) across the knowledge dimension of
Bloom’s taxonomy.

T5 Models with the same parameters as in the QG task on
those lecture and summary pairs. It can be noted while T5
does improve, Longformer2Roberta does not see an improve-
ment over the Rouge Metrics suggesting a lot of room for
improvements. An overview of the summarization results on
EduQuest can be found in Table 7.

Table 7: Rouge and QRrelScores for NLP Models

Model Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL RougeLsum
Untrained Models Scores
T5 15.9 5.5 13.8 14.5

Longformer 41.8 40.3 41.1 41.8
Trained Models Scores
T5 16.7 5.7 14.0 14.5

Longformer 41.5 40.4 41.0 41.5


